Here's what you need to know!

See below for Chapter news, Upcoming Events, and more!

Letter from The President

One of my core values is embracing being a lifelong learner. Looking back, I hope those who have known me would say that I’m a better leader and man than I was ten years ago and I sincerely hope that I’m a better man ten years from now compared to who I am today. A key component of AFP, both internationally and locally, is to be a place that provides a wide array of learning opportunities to our members, which will have a ripple effect on the organizations we serve and our community as a whole.

Brian Tracy is the CEO of a company that specializes in the training and development of individuals and organizations. Brian has been a keynote speaker and seminar leader for thousands of people each year. He says this about the value of lifelong learning, “Those people who develop the ability to continuously acquire new and better forms of knowledge that they can apply to their work and to their lives will be the movers and shakers in our society for the indefinite future.”

In our chapter we provide many great possibilities for learning including monthly Networking & Knowledge meetings, mentoring opportunities, webinars, and a number of specialized classes, not to mention other chances for members to organically connect at socials.

One of our upcoming large scale learning opportunities is the Nonprofit Leadership Summit that is being held on June 5th at the Cintas Center. AFP is co-hosting this event with the Leadership Council for Nonprofits and Barnes Dennig. To learn more and to register, go to http://www.afpcincinnati.org/event/leadershipsummit/.

I’ve heard Kishshana Palmer, our speaker, before and she will bring great energy, lots of wisdom and practical tips to help all of us in our roles. I encourage you to not only register yourself, but to also ask some other key leaders and development professionals from your staff and even a key board member or volunteer to join you.

I hope to see you on June 5th as we collectively acquire new and better knowledge to improve not only ourselves, but our effectiveness over the long-haul in our community.

With Appreciation,
Jim Hudson
President
AFP Greater Cincinnati Chapter
Upcoming Events

Network & Knowledge Breakfast
Wednesday May 2, 2018
8:00 am – 10:30 am
Cincinnati Red Cross
2111 Dana Ave
Cincinnati, OH 45207

411 on the CFRE
Tuesday, May 22, 2018
8:00 am – 10:00 am
Cincinnati Red Cross
2111 Dana Ave
Cincinnati, OH 45207

Annual Non-Profit Leadership Summit
Culture Eats Philanthropy for Breakfast
Tuesday, June 5, 2018
Xavier University Cintas Center
1624 Herald Ave,
Cincinnati, OH 45207

For a full list of events, visit www.afpcincinnati.org/events/list/

BE the CAUSE
Empower. Strengthen. Transform.

BE the CAUSE is the cooperative, annual fund of the AFP Foundation for Philanthropy and the U.S. AFP Chapters. This year our chapter’s goal is to raise $4,000. These funds will support AFP member education, training, mentoring, and research.

Have you made a donation yet to the 2018 BE the CAUSE Campaign? This annual campaign benefits both our Cincinnati AFP chapter and the national AFP Foundation for Philanthropy. Donations support initiatives focused on three pillars: Diversity & Inclusion, Professional Development, and Research. The campaign is your chance to invest in the future of our profession and advance philanthropy for the greater good!

We’re encouraging all Cincinnati chapter members to contribute to this important campaign. (Don’t forget to log on to AFP’s website so the gift will be tied to our chapter).

There’s no better time—make your gift today!

CURRENT JOB OPENINGS

Are you curious about open fundraising positions in our area? Check out our website with Job Listings!

https://www.afpcincinnati.org/jobs/

CLICK HERE FOR AFP Affiliate Job Listings

AFP of Greater Cincinnati - www.afpcincinnati.org

STAY CONNECTED